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Synchrotron x-ray observation of surface smectic-I hexatic layers
on smectic- C liquid-crystal films
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Synchrotron x-ray diffraction methods employing a position-sensitive detector were used to study
smectic-C (SmC) and smectic-I (SmI) phases in thin (2—6 molecular layers) liquid-crystal films of
4-(n-heptyloxy)benzylidene-4-(n-heptyl)aniline (7O.7). Above -78'C, the entire film is SmC and
below -69'C, the entire film is SmI, a stacked tilted hexatic. Between 69'C and 78'C, the surface
layers of the films are hexatic SmI and the interior layers are SmC. There is a pretransitional
broadening of the surface hexatic peaks as the surface layers melt into the Sm C phase.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, considerable theoretical and experimental ef-
forts have been focused on the phase transitions occurring
at the surfaces of bulk samples' and on the phase transi-
tions in two-dimensional (2D) systems. One of the in-
teresting issues in the surface transition studies involves
the influence of the effective surface field generated by
the bulk-vacuum interface on the order at the surface.
Systems for which surface-field-induced ordering have
been studied include liquid metals, ' bulk liquid crys-
tals, ' and smectic liquid-crystal films. ' One of the
key unresolved issues in the 2D phase-transition studies
involves the behavior of the novel hexatic phases of
matter originally predicted by the Kosterlitz-Thouless-
Halperin-Nelson- Young (KTHNY) 2D melting theo-
ry. " ' Experimental studies of the melting transitions
in physisorbed monolayers' and in freely suspended
liquid-crystal films ' ' have demonstrated the existence
of hexatic phases of matter in these systems. However,
the observed behavior of both these systems is more com-
plicated than that predicted by the original KTHNY
melting theory and active theoretical and experimental ef-
forts are continuing. '"

In this paper we report the results of the first synchro-
tron x-ray scattering study demonstrating the existence of
surface hexatic smectic-I (SmI) layers on the two exterior
surfaces of freely suspended smectic- C (Sm C) liquid-
crystalline films. At high temperatures, above -78 C,
the entire film is Sm C; each layer is a tilted two-
dimensional liquid. At low temperatures, below -69 C,
the entire film is SmI; each layer is a tilted two-
dirnensional hexatic with no observable interlayer cou-
pling. At intermediate temperatures, the two exterior
layers are SmI and all of the remaining interior layers are
SmC. The analogous formation of surface layers of a
low-temperature crystalline-B (CrB) phase on the surface
of a high-temperature liquid smectic-A (SmA) has been
reported by Moncton, Pindak, Bishop, and co-workers. '

Taken together, these experiments are important because
they clearly indicate the formation of monolayer surface
phases produced by the effective surface field. In both of
these cases, the melting of the surface phase occurs at a
higher temperature than the melting of the corresponding
bulk phase indicating a stablization of the ordered phase
by the surface field. This observed stabilization is in
sharp contrast to the suppression of the melting tempera-
ture expected for reduced dimensionality systems [as ob-
served in both the smectic-F (SmF) to crystalline-6 transi-
tion and the normal to superfluid transition' ] and it il-
lustrates the importance of the effective surface field in
these systems. The observed melting of the surface crystal
layers (CrB on SmA) was first order with no pretransi-
tional effects. ' Because the melting of the tilted hexatic
surface phase does not involve a change in symmetry, the
only true phase transition must be first order. However,
we observed clear pretransitional effects so that the de-
tailed nature of the surface hexatic to tilted liquid transi-
tion remains as an intriguing unresolved issue in the
behavior of these systems.

The liquid crystal material used in the present study
is 4-(n-heptyloxy)benzylidene-4-(n-heptyl)aniline (70.7).
Previous studies showed that in thin films this material
develops tilted hexatic phases (SmF and SmI) which are
not found in bulk samples. ' These hexatic phases occur
in the temperature range that produces unusual modulat-
ed CrB phases in bulk films. ' The origin of these
hexatic phases is not understood in detail, but probably in-
volves a lower surface energy for the tilted molecules than
for the nontilted molecules. The present study addresses
the SmC to SmI transition. At this transition, the in-
plane positional correlations grow from the roughly
nearest-neighbor correlations found in the SmC phase to
correlations over several hundred neighbors found in the
SmI phase. In the highly correlated SmI phase, the
strong director fluctuations characteristic of the SmC
phase are quenched. Visual optical microscopy studies
first done by Farber and repeated by one of us (E.B.S.),
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identified a transition in thin 70.7 films at -78 C, where
the strong shimmering due to the SmC director fluctua-
tions disappears and is replaced by weakly birefringent
domains. It was observed that the domains overlap, sug-
gesting that there are independent domains on the two ex-
terior surfaces. Farber noticed that the texture of the
domains for 70.7 films was different than that expected
for the surface crystals, and, based on the x-ray observa-
tions ' of hexatic phases in 70.7, suggested that the 70.7
surface domains might indicate surface hexatic ordering.
Our x-ray scattering studies were undertaken to test this
identification.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The x-ray diffraction studies were carried out on beam
line VII-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Labora-
tory (SSRL). A pair of asymmetrically cut Ge[111]crys-
tals were used in the double-crystal monochromator to
provide a well-collimated incident beam with A, =1.577 A.
Slits located after the monochromator were used to trim
the beam to a size of 1mm X 4 mm (height X width). A
Braun 0ED-50 position-sensitive proportional counter
(PSPC) was used to provide parallel detection of the scat-
tered x-rays. Fig. 1 illustrates the experimental geometry.
The active length of the detector is 5 cm; it was oriented
normal to the scattered wave vector and in the scattering
plane. The detector efficiency is 50% for 8-keV x-rays
and the spatial resolution along the detector is 50 microns.
When the given resolution is taken into account, the
parallel data collection rate was increased by about a fac-
tor of 20 over the rate for the conventional nonparallel
detector (a LiF analyzer crystal plus scintillation detec-
tor). The resolution of the spectrometer was determined
by the sample-detector distance (675 mm) and the beam
width in the scattering plane (1 mm). Theoretically, this
provided a rectangular two-theta resolution function with
a full width of bQ=4. 7X10 A '. This was confirmed
by measurement of the Bragg peaks in the CrB phase at
60'C. To reduce background scattering into the detector,
slits located 545 mm in front of the detector were
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the scattering geometry.
The position-sensitive proportional counter (PSPC) is oriented
with its active direction perpendicular to the scattering direction
and in the scattering plane. Here K, and K; are the scattered
and incident wave vectors, respectively. Q„» and Q, are defined
the same as in the inset to Fig. 2. The illustrated spectrometer
configuration is for a scan that is approximately along Q» at fi-
nite Q, .

trimmed to 6 mm in the scattering plane. The trimming
also provided a small shadowed portion of the PSPC
which was used as a secondary incident beam monitor.
The scattered intensity in this portion of the detector was
about 0.5 counts per second per mm of the detector and
was independent of the film thickness. The 7 resolution
was fixed by the 1-cm height of the detector and was -2
full width at half maximum (FWHM).

The oven used to produce the freely suspended films
has been described elsewhere. ' The films were oriented
with the normal to the smectic layers, z, in the scattering
plane. The angle P between the scattering vector Q and
the smectic layers could be adjusted to scan different re-
gions in reciprocal space. The configuration illustrated in
Fig. 1 corresponds to a finite value of Q, with the active
length of the PSPC nearly parallel to the Q„» direction.
For the Q, direction, the PSPC output typically provides
a 20 scan which makes an angle of approximately 10 to
the x-y plane of the smectic layers and is also a good ap-
proximation to a Q„» scan. Because of the parallel detec-
tion, the Q, scans normal to the smectic layers could be
done with software selectable 2t9 resolution by adding to-
gether detector channels. The direction of Q„» within the
smectic layers was controlled using a 7 rotation stage in-
side the oven.

The structural features of the SmI phase have been
studied in some detail. ' ' The molecules are tilted
with respect to the smectic layers causing a slight distor-
tion of the quasihexagonal in-plane packing into a mono-
clinic structure. The packing in the plane perpendicular
to the molecules is still nearly hexagonal. The resulting
x-ray scattering peaks for the SmI phase are shown in
Fig. 2. For the thin 70.7 films used in this study, the
samples consisted of many small in-plane domains result-
ing in scattering patterns which were powder averaged
over P. The resulting powder pattern is cylindrically sym-
metric about the z axis. However, because of the in-plane
distortion and the relatively large in-plane correlation
lengths, the scattering from the two inequivalent sets of
peaks [Q, =O and Q, =+(2m/c)] occur at distinct Q„»
values [Q„» ——0.988(4m/U 3a) and Q„» 0 955(4n/——v 3.a),
respectively. ] Here c =30.6 A is the effective molecular
length and a =5.05 A is the hexagonal lattice parameter
in the CrB phase. Consequently, the powder average pro-
duces two distinct concentric cylinders of scattering and
the inequivalent peaks can be easily separated. This also
enables us to discriminate between the two possible tilted
hexatic phases: the SmI and SmF in which the molecular
tilt is towards and between nearest neighbors, respectively.
The corresponding powder-averaged peaks in the SmF
phase would have Q, =+1.3(2'/c) and Q, =+2.6(2m/c).
We performed the necessary Q, scans to establish the Sm
I character of the films studied here. In the SmC phase,
the scattering is much more diffuse because the in-plane
correlation lengths are much smaller, and the powder
average produces a diffuse cylinder of scattering. Because
of the differences in the scattering patterns in the radial
direction, films in the SmI phase, the SmC phase, or a
combinations of the two are easily distinguished by the
appropriate PSPC scans. Scans along Q, in the SmI or
Sm C phase produce patterns consistent with the calculat-
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ed molecular form factor, indicating no measurable inter-
layer correlations.

Representative PSPC scans for films in the different
phases are shown in Fig. 2. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show
PSPC scans for Q, =0 and Q, =2(2'/c) for a five-layer
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FIG. 2. The inset is a schematic illustration of the SmI
scattering peaks. The solid hexagon is in the Q» plane. The six
hexatic scattering rods are shown. There are a pair of peaks
centered at Q, =2(2m. /c), a pair at Q, =O and a pair at

Q, = 2(2'/c), where c =3—0.6 A. The plane containing the
centers of the hexatic peaks makes an angle of 19.5' to the Q„»
plane. The data represent PSPC scans showing SmI and the
surface SmI scattering. The solid lines indicate fits to the
scattering and background intensities. The dashed lines
represent the diffuse component. The units for Q„» are
(4m/V 3a) A, where a =5.05 A. Here N is the number of
layers in a film. The monitor provides a measure of the incident
flux. (a) The entire film is SmI, N=5, Q, =O, T=66'C. The
fit obtains /=270 A. Data was collected for 30 minutes. (b)
Same as (a) for Q, =2(2m/c). (c) SmC with SmI on surface,
N =6, Q, =O, T =74.0'C, g'=170 A. Data was collected for
10 minutes. (d) Same as (c) for Q, =2(2m/c). (e) SmC with
SmI on surface, N =3, Q, =O, T=74.0'C, /=280 A. Data
was collected for 15 minutes. The surface scattering SmI inten-
sity is the same as for the six-layer film in 1(c). (f) SmC with
SmI on surface, N =6, Q, =O, T=76.5'C, /=130 A. Data
was collected for 50 minutes. The surface SmI peak is wider
than the lower temperature observation in 1(c).

film at 66'C where the film is completely SmI. The an-
isotropy in the in-plane correlations between the Q, =O
and the Q, =+2(2m/c) peaks is very clearly shown in the
PSPC scans. The shadowed portion of the detector is
clearly visible at low Q„» in Fig. 2(a) between Q„» =0.87
and 0.92. The unshadowed portion is between Q„» =0.93
and 1.04. Similar regions are visible in Figs. 2(a)—2(f),
but the ranges depend on the actual position of the PSPC
and are slightly different. The solid lines in Figs.
2(a)—2(f) indicate the fits to the no-film background (sha-
dowed portion) and the peak plus diffuse intensity (unsha-
dowed portion). The fitting is discussed below. Figures
2(c) and 2(d) show PSPC scans for a six-layer film at 74 C
where the interior of the film is SmC and the two surface
layers are SmI. In these scans, the SmI peaks from the
two surface layers are sitting on top of a broad pedestal
formed by the much wider SmC scattering (g —10A).
Because only two surface layers are SmI, the peak intensi-
ties in Figs. 2(c) and (d) are considerably weaker than
those in Figs. 2(a) and (b) where the film is completely
SmI. The six-layer peak in the 74'C scan is slightly
broader than that at 66 C, but it is significantly narrower
than the SmC peak and is comparable with other hexat-
ics. ' ' The scans in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e) illustrate the
fact that the widths vary with film thickness.

To determine the fractions of the film in the SmI and
SmC phases, we measured the scattering intensities for 16
films with five different thicknesses. Measurements are
presented here for T =74'C, 76.5'C, and 77.5'C. After
first subtracting the flat no-film background, the resulting
PSPC scans (see Fig. 2) were fit to the convolution of the
instrumental resolution with a square root Lorentzian
(SRL) to represent the peak from the SmI layers:
&(Q„»)=&/[1+(Q„»—Qo) g ] ', where Qo is the po-
sition of the peak and a second SRL to account for the
broader diffuse SmC scattering. The SRL form was used
because the 7 average that results from the 20 powder re-
quires an integration over one of the two dimensions of
the 2D hexatic. ' ' The width of the diffuse peak used in
the fitting was that of the underlying Sm C peak, as mea-
sured by a broad H scan for a six-layer film at 76.5'C.
This value, 1//=0. 099+0.006 A, agrees with previously
measured widths for the Sm C, and with the diffuse
widths found from fits where this parameter was allowed
to vary. In the above equation for the hexatic line shape,
3 is constant for a given number of scatterers.

The resulting scattering amplitude A, the product of
peak intensity (Ag) and the peak width (1/g), the peak
widths, and diffuse intensity versus film thickness are
plotted in Figs. 3(a)—(c). For the films measured, 2 is
essentially independent of thickness and equal to the value
for N =2, indicating that this scattering comes from the
surfaces of the film. The diffuse scattering intensity
scales linearly with the film thickness; however, it extra-
polates to zero for N - 1, indicating that the diffuse
scattering from the SmC layers is stronger than that from
the SmI layers. Although incoherent scattering also con-
tributes to the diffuse intensity, no significant incoherent
scattering was observed in a broad H scan.

Although we have not studied the pretransitional
behavior of the surface hexatic melting in detail, it is clear
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FIG. 3. Results of the fits. Data is presented for T =74'C (crosses), 76.5 C (squares), and 77.5'C (triangles). Typical error bars
are shown for each plot. (a) Scattering amplitude (A) of the SmI surface peaks at Q, =0. The data indicate that the surface SmI
peak scattering is roughly independent of both film thickness and temperature. Units are counts X(4m. /V 3a)/ monitor. (b) Peak
widths (1/g) vs number of layers. Surface SmI correlation lengths decrease with increasing N and with increasing temperature.
Units are 10 (4a/V 3a ). (c) The diffuse scattering intensity underneath the g, =0 peaks as a function of film thickness. This in-

tensity is partly from the Sm C interior and partly from the diffuse scattering of the SmI layers. Units are counts/monitor.

that at higher temperatures the SmI surface peaks
broaden, indicating shorter hexatic correlation lengths.
At -78'C the SII peaks disappear, indicating the melt-
ing of the surface hexatic layers into the Sm C phase. For
two-layer films the SmC to SmI transition occurs ) 1 C
higher than the surface transition in the thicker films.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown that there are monolayer
surface hexatic layers on the two exterior surfaces of Sm C
films of 70.7 between 69 C and -78'C. These surface
layers have the two-dimensional structural properties of
the SmI phase that is observed below -69'C for films
thinner than -20 layers. The melting of the hexatic sur-
face layers has not yet been characterized in detail but
may be very interesting because it represents the novel
case of a tilted hexatic monolayer on a tilted liquid sub-
strate. A pretransitional broadening of the SmI surface
peaks is observed before melting. The transition from the

hexatic surface SmI phase to the homogeneous SmI phase
below 69 C has also not been studied in detail, and it
should also be interesting to study the development of
strong hexatic-SmI order in the interior Sm C layers
which should occur at this transition. Finally, from a
technical point of view, these measurements clearly
demonstrate the utility of parallel detection techniques in
synchrotron x-ray scattering studies of weakly scattering
systems.
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